THE MAIN DIFFICULTIES OF STUDYING ENGLISH

Annotation: This article examines the main difficulties in learning English. The most common mistakes in the process of studying are given. Advice in studying, overcoming difficulties, ways to avoid mistakes are given. The main methods of studying are considered.
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Today English is one of the most common and commonly used languages in the world. Nevertheless, in the study of this subject very often pupils can face various
difficulties and problems. Difficulties can arise even where the student doesn’t expect it.

Very often in the process of learning English there can be difficulties and problems that can be associated with some errors. The cause of the difficulties can be the mistakes of a student and the ones in teaching.

Types of mistakes:
• The first error. Too high self-criticism. Many students add to themselves difficulties by setting themselves very high and sometimes unattainable slats. Teachers in practice often meet with an error when the student tries to achieve the highest possible result in a fairly short period of time. Experiencing difficulties, the student often drops his hands and gives up his studies;
• The second error. Thinking in your native language and translating into a foreign language in your mind. This is a very common mistake, which, nevertheless, brings many difficulties and problems in the process of studying. The difficulty lies in the fact that he thinks about the correctness of the grammatical component of his speech, this tires the brain and makes speech slow. We must try to think right away in English.
• The third error. Wrong pronunciation received from the teacher. Today even many professional teachers speak with accent or incorrect pronunciation. This is quite a serious problem in our time. You can avoid such difficulties if you take the speech by ear, and do it on the basis of the speech of native speakers.
• The fourth error. The undermining of the educational process by teachers. This error is more relevant to the activities of teachers. And such difficulties can arise not only with the study of English, but also with the study of many other sciences. You probably heard the phrase from the teacher that a student has no innate abilities to learn the subject, so he does not even have to try. So, this is not true. For example, the matrix method of studying English completely refutes this opinion, because in practice it has already shown that anyone can study the subject without special difficulties and problems;
The fifth error. Too much attention to grammar. Remember the approach with which you were taught this subject at school, and the related difficulties and problems. The child is given a lot of complex grammatical rules, which the student often does not even understand, but must learn by heart. As a result, this causes significant difficulties in the process of studying, because the student simply drops his hands and quits because of unwillingness to learn hundreds of grammar rules.

**The standard method of studying foreign languages, which is used in schools and universities**

A certain program is given to the student, which is overflowed with grammatical rules which are difficult to comprehend.

The basis of the study is the learning by heart of the rules and the doing on their basis a lot of exercises. This technique involves the surrender of tests and examinations, regular homework assignments. At the same time, the student may experience great difficulties and problems, both in the matter of study, and also in the psychological aspect. Also, he can make all five of the most common mistakes that were described above.

**The method of studying in communication with native speakers**

The student communicates with people for whom the English is completely native. So, he can avoid some difficulties and problems, in particular, he does not sort out the initially incorrect pronunciation from his teacher, and also does not concentrate too much on grammar.

Nevertheless, such a technique can also provoke various difficulties, because the concentration of attention is on establishing contact with another person, and also on understanding what is being said.

**Matrix or how to avoid a major error when learning English**

The matrix method of studying English is one of the most effective ones today. When using it, the student can avoid making the basic mistakes which are allowed
when using other techniques. As practice shows, rare difficulties and problems like in other methods are seldom arising with him. The essence of the matrix method lies in the fact that initially a person must learn to perceive the language he needs by ear. For this, a special program of dialogues and texts in English is heard, which the creator of this method called the matrix.

The sound program is developed according to a special technology and recorded directly by native speakers. Due to this, a person has the opportunity to imitate the correct pronunciation, without repeating the common mistakes of his teachers and without experiencing other difficulties. The program also includes elements of listening, when the student needs to learn to pronounce what he hears.

The advantage of the matrix technique is that the student goes through the learning process on the same principle as the little child who is just learning to talk. In this case you do not need to strain your mind with complex grammatical rules and learn by heart the entire Russian-English dictionary. Such problems and difficulties simply do not exist for a student.

Many experts call this method truly revolutionary, because it is based on the ability of the human subconscious, and the process of learning is very easy, without problems and any difficulties. This program has become a real salvation for those who are already desperate because of the difficulties in learning a foreign language. Many of those who experienced difficulties using standard and most common programs, having tried the matrix method, achieved really high results in their studies.

Today, anyone can learn English without difficulties and special problems. According to experts, serious difficulties and mistakes in English classes can arise only in the absence of proper aspiration. All other difficulties and problems can be overcome.
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